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Reconstructing Ancient 
Egypt through Modern Dress
Sarah Bolton
Research, Research, Research
• Encyclopedias
• Museum compilations
• Other collections
– E.g. Christian Dior’s Couture Collection 
Spring 2004
– Photographs from university web galleries 
Absorption of Culture
• Lifestyle
• Religion
• Dress
• Burial
– Tomb paintings, traditions, gifts, adornment 
Putting it all together
• Observed hundreds of pictures
• Sorted through to find most intriguing
• Compiled to create a Concept Board
• Conceptualization
Sketching
• Studied motifs and designs from concept 
board
• Just sketch
• Pushed limits- took one design and changed 
one thing (color, texture, pattern, size, style)
Design Thesis
• Design thesis to refine ideas
• Thesis- constantly changes but helps to 
focus ideas
Sketches- Designs
• Picked my favorite
• Sketched versions of my favorites
• Further refined and picked final designs
• Drew technical flats
Technical Flat
Design 1
The design on a 
proportionate body
Design 1
Illustration
Design 2
Illustration
Design 3
Design 4
Front, Back, and Version
Sketch - Garment
• Develop/ draft patterns or drape on a dress 
form
• Test design in muslin for fit
• Make out of fashion fabric
The Show
The Show- Details
• Order
• Hair
• Make-up
• Accessories (jewelry and shoes)
• All need to work cohesively 
Judging
• 1- Quality of sewing and pattern 
development
• 2- Fit on models
• 3- Overall garment construction/ finishing
• 4- The runway
Dress 1 (Design 4)
Dress 1 Features
• Pleated bodice front and back
• Hand stitched bodice and hem
• Side invisible zipper
• Hand beaded waist detail
Beading Inspiration
Dress 2 (Design 2)

Dress 2 Details
• Beaded detail at hem
• Center back zipper
• Separate neck piece- with appliqué details
Appliqué 
Dress 3 (Design 1)

Dress 3 Details
• Side invisible zipper
• All over appliqué on front and back bodices 
and skirts
Appliqué
Dress 4 (Design 3)
Dress 4 Details
• Center back zipper
• Lining
• Ombré dyed fabric
• Appliqué pattern all over
Appliqué 

